
STEM Explorers  
Little Activities with BIG Impact

What is the Broadway  
Subway Project?

1 Station Excavation
Excavation is an important part of the Broadway 
Subway Project.
Excavators, or diggers, are needed to move soil, 
rock, and other material to create space for the 
new stations.

Let’s get ready!
We can use sand to explore the science behind digging 
big spaces!
For this experiment, you will need:
• a box of sand or  

a sandbox
• a cup, bucket,  

shovel or spoon

• a cardboard cylinder  
(a quarter of a toilet  
paper roll)

• cardboard pieces

Let’s excavate!
Use your spoon, shovel, cup, or bucket to make a deep 
hole. Observe the movement of the sand. Does the sand 
keep moving back into the hole? 
Can you stop the sand by using the tools you have?
What do you think will happen?

 ÎHow will the cardboard structure keep  
the space empty?
 ÎWhat will happen if you don’t use anything?

What is happening?
While you are busy working, think about what is happening.

 ÎWhat is different if the sand is wet or dry?
 ÎCan you think of something other than cardboard that 
would make a strong structure? Get creative! 

Did you know?

One excavator can do the 

work of 20 workers with 

shovels, depending on the 

size of the machine!

Meet the excavator!
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https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y
https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y
https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y


This document follows the modified Scientific Method for Kids: 
Question, Observe, Guess, Experiment, Record, Conclude, and Share

Is this what you 
thought would 
happen?
When you started, you 
had some ideas about 
what might happen.

 ÎWhat surprised you?
 ÎDid anything change 
your thinking?

Write what you learned

Come see our 
progress!
Did you know you can 
watch construction at  
Great Northern Way  
and Thornton Street? 
Take a peek through the 
viewing windows and snap 
a photo with Digby!

Draw what  
you saw
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